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Introduction
This is the last in a series of volumes about the real experiences my wife
Marjorie and I shared with indiv iduals fro m other dimensions , made possible
through her extraord inary channeling abilit ies . The frequent and varied
physical manifestations caused by the entities when not channeling through
her convinced us of their independent existence. The period of time covered
by the five volumes extends fro m 1993 to 2008.
Vo lu me Four of Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens ended shortly after a
huge, accidental explosion destroyed about one fifth of the space Station
Headquarters of the vast Universal Alliance Federation, killing hundreds of
the residents. Nucleus 8, along with Adam, Sarah and Joshua, three of our
interdimensional children, performed heroically, help ing to rescue the
wounded while maintaining the crucial functions of the intact portions. The
spirit of our close friend Tesar, who was killed in the accident, was missing,
and the search for him begins in Volu me Five.
Also in Vo lu me Five, the Un iversal Alliance Federation merges with the
much larger Red Star Alliance under the continued leadership of the Board of
Twelve, and Nucleus 8 remains Supreme Lo rd of Security for the expanded
alliance. A new, discoid Station which is approximately seventy five miles in
diameter and 30 miles in height is constructed.
The Patrons who serve the Creator order Nucleus 8 to continue blending
with humans, and channeling through Marjie, he forms close relationships
with several individuals who are actively seeking spiritual gro wth. Under h is
leadership, this select group meets on a regular basis, learning to focus quasar
energy captured by the UAF for the benefit of hu manity and others. Nucleus
is elevated to a higher placement as a Lord of Light. Meanwhile, some
members of the group drop out due to bruised egos.
Nucleus is wounded by a slow-acting weapon which causes him to age
much more rapid ly than normal. The ag ing process is exacerbated by his
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frequent visits to our dimension in order to be with us, his loved ones. He
searches for a cure without success, but Patrons and Archangels come to his
aid.
Sarah comp letes basic training to become an Archangel and begins to
carry out missions under the guidance of Metatron. They perform miraculous
feats for extraterrestrial and earthly groups whose lives are threatened.
Marjie finally resolves child support and visitation issues and creates
beautiful silk flo wer arrangements, but there is not enough demand to justify
continuing in business. Amy, Nucleus 8‟s latest love interest, assists her.
Marjorie‟s young adult son, Tony, lives lives with us for a year. Nucleus 8
and I help him discover his alternate identity in 8‟s dimension.
I undertake a solo spiritual and physical journey to the Rockies and,
acting as Man to Come, release Nat ive A merican spirits along my way
through Arkansas, Missouri, Oklaho ma, Co lorado, Utah, Idaho, Oregon,
Montana and Wyoming. I visit Ch ief Joseph‟s Nez Perce‟ ho meland in the
gorgeous Wallowa Valley of Oregon. A lthough Marjorie and I sign a contract
to purchase a spirit filled ho me there, the necessary sale of our existing home
doesn‟t occur.
Following Marjories‟ instincts, we move to an 82 acre farm where we
hope to create a commun ity of spiritually minded people, to offer equestrian
therapy to disabled children, and to practice sustainable agriculture. We are
told to expect the return of a large sum of money from embezzled investments
made years before, but the anticipated funds do not arrive, forcing us to sell
the farm after five years .
Meanwhile, Marjorie develops breast cancer, and successfully endures
surgery and chemotherapy. Her cheerful attitude during treatment has a
positive effect on medical staff and other patients. However, she also develops
fibro myalgia, which worsens with time. Our ET friends are not permitted to
cure it because it is an essential part of the life plan she chose before birth.
Marjorie gets very involved with social networking via the internet, as do
Nucleus 8 and Perithnea! Along with Marjorie, he provides much information
and guidance to members of a chat group, and Perithnea begins a faery
adoption service via the internet!
Nucleus 8 informs us that the Creator has ordered the Universal Alliance
Federation to send approximately 90,000 huge motherships to the Milky Way
galaxy for the purpose of eliminating the dark forces which have dominated it
for untold millennia, including those on Earth. The new Headquarters is also
relocated in our galaxy, and space battles ensue.
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Marjorie becomes frustrated with our somewhat stagnant marriage, falls
in love with an Egyptian con man who woos her over the internet, and
demands a no fault divorce, wh ich Alta Sha also advises. Divorce granted, she
moves to Egypt after I have a sad farewell session with my interdimensional
family members. Marjorie immed iately feels at home with Islam, wh ich she
rapidly adopts as her own, receiving a new name, Maryam Shirbiny.
Accompanying her there, Nucleus 8 has vivid recall of being raised fro m early
childhood in Egypt to worship Allah, which he resumes. Marjorie eventually
marries a native Egyptian, Sherif, who loves her dearly and becomes her
caretaker when necessitated by frequent fibro myalg ia flares.
Marjorie and I remain close friends via the internet. We are assured by
Alta Sha that our story is not finished. I continue to experience the touches of
Metatron, Sarah, Mi, and I AM, and enjoy the company of Joseph‟s spirit,
who has elected to stay with his daddy. The daily blessings of God continue to
flow into our lives, and we are eternally grateful.
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Main Characters
Perithnea: Marjorie‟s protective faery queen, who agreed to be adopted
into our family and provided guidance and protection with a sense of humor.
Alta Sha: Marjorie‟s guardian angel, a true messenger of God, advisor
and friend, who placed the steps before us which the Creator wanted us to
take, and who educated us in spiritual matters.
Metatron (aka Light Mother): An Archangel of unimag inable power
who watched over and loved Marjorie fro m early childhood , Overseer of
experimental med ical procedures to cure the earthly incurable, beloved
companion, warrior of I AM, and much, much more.
Adam: Another adopted faery who volunteered to work within the
extraterrestrial Alliance, eventually achieving high placement within their
society and the involvement of many other faeries there.
Nucleus 8: A human/extraterrestrial hybrid born in Egypt in the year 2713
B.C., during the construction of the pyramids at Giza. He is Supreme Lord of
Security for the vast, multidimensional Universal Alliance Federation which
includes hundreds of thousands of galaxies and thousands of civilizations .
Having two brainstems enables him to monitor events in s ix dimensions
simultaneously. Dedicated to protecting and mentoring Marjorie from early
childhood, he became a trusted friend and family member.
Marjorie (a.k.a. Star One): An extraordinary channel within whom
interdimensional beings found loving shelter and the means to speak to humans.
A target of rebels because of her crucial role in the Alliance, she has suffered
greatly for the benefit of humanity and our interdimensional friends.
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Sarah: A rescued, abused, and distrusting Teglinlin child whose
consciousness was placed within Marjie for emot ional healing. She resisted
the Alliance‟s plans to accelerate her growth and admit her to the Board,
choosing instead to become an apprentice angel.
Joshua: Sarah‟s brave, affectionate, protective older brother who chose
us to be his loving surrogate parents, became Adam‟s friend, and quickly
assumed the role of hort iculturist within the Alliance.
Joseph: The sweet and loving infant brother of Sarah and Joshua who
was also rescued soon after birth fro m his abusive parents and brought to us
for nurturing and protection.
22: A member of the small gray species and Ch ief of the Medical
Un it at Allian ce headquarters, who participated in several med ical
procedu res fo r treat ment o f in juries and illnesses of several o f the primary
charact ers.
Regenc 4: A member o f the governing Board of Twelve of the Alliance
and Nucleus 8‟s superior at the time we first met, who invited the author to
join their team.
Mi : A brown wood sprite fond of making noises, moving things around,
and tickling people, who remains a frequent companion to the author .
Tanner (a.k.a. Asalara, Reaches for Fire in the Sky, Softener of Skins,
One W ho Sees by t he Red Moon at Night): The wise spirit of an ancient Ute‟
Indian shaman. He sent us on long journeys in search of his sacred teaching.
stones. Aided by us, he experienced a dramatic healing during a spiritual
journey to the Red Moon. His counterpart in Nucleus 8‟s dimension is 9, a
member of the governing Board o f the Alliance.
9: A pure energy being capable of assuming any physical form who
man ifested on Earth as a Native American hundreds of years ago at what is
now Bandelier National Monument and who accepted the dying infant,
Did iwahtay fro m his dying mother until t ime for h im to be released into
Marjie. He is also a member of the Board of Twelve and enjoys manifesting at
the Station as a Native American in tradit ional dress.
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Di di wahtay: An infant Native American spirit entrusted to us by 9 for
parenting who enjoys entering and flying with crows, hawks, and vultures. He
is a talented artist.
Victori a: A nine year old child whose beautiful spirit entered Marjorie
while she was visiting Williamsburg, Virg inia, where she and her mo ther were
unjustly hanged in colonial times. She quickly evolved to provide loving
companionship to Nucleus 8 and others.
Tesar: Member of the Board of Twelve, close friend of Nucleus 8 and a
practical joker whose maverick behavior carried an underlying positive
message. Through his trickery, he taught Sarah valuable lessons in judgment
and self determination.
Raps ar: A friend of ancient Norsemen when alive and the spirit of a
pilot who died in the crash of a sabotaged interdimensional craft hundreds of
years ago on the west Spanish Peak in southern Colorado. He provided
directions which led us to a most powerful stone in Newfoundland.
Donna (pseudonym) A psychic who channeled Rapsar, enabling him to
resume contact with his mate Clairetrinnia and Nucleus 8.
Ivy: Perithnea‟s green faery friend, who provided physical evidence of
her existence in Donna‟s home and enjoyed playing with her cats , but did not
remain due to Donna‟s lack of interest.
Candace (pseudonym): A gifted psychic wo man who was Nucleus 8‟s
love interest until her inconsistencies caused him to withdraw. She also
channeled Rapsar and interpreted Tanner‟s teaching stones and ancient
petroglyphs photographed at Bandelier National Monu ment.
John: Candace‟s dark spirit guide, who subverted her talents through
guile and flattery.
Wachiti que (a.k.a. Washi): Reptilian hybrid child of Star One and
Ragor, the interdimensional counterparts of Rex and Marjorie in Nucleus 8‟s
dimension. He had difficu lty speaking through Marjorie due to anatomical
differences, but is very affectionate.
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Isabel (a.k.a. Shadow): Healer, psychic, instructor, Good Samaritan, and
friend to Nucleus 8, Rex and Marjorie, who discovered Constance, her alter
identity in 8‟s dimension, trough hypnosis.Eight regards her as his surrogate
mother.
Amy (pseudonym): An angel in disguise, with whom Nucleus 8
formed a loving attachment, who demonstrated amazing psychic
talents.
Nel da (pseudonym): A psychic woman ab ilities who jo ined Nuke‟s
group of selected humans and then began to channel Tanner, which led to a
conflict between him and Nucleus 8..
Guy (pseudonym): Member of Nucleus8‟s group, with who m he had
several private sessions.
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